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Project description 

Human activities in outer space have skyrocketed in recent years, in particular the 

development of new satellite systems in Earth’s orbit. Core examples include the 

unprecedented capabilities of Earth observation satellites in climate monitoring, navigation 

satellites in transforming incumbent sectors, and Internet satellite mega-constellations in 

offering global connectivity including remote places on Earth. However, the rapid innovation 

and commercialization of the space sector also lead to new sustainability challenges, such as 

the rapid accumulation of space debris in Earth’s orbit. The global space sector therefore 

requires new innovation policy and governance structures in response to these new dynamics.  

 

The Bright Minds assistant will investigate the different policies and business strategies of 

actors in the satellite industry, and contribute to the following research and policy questions: 

- How to tackle the dual challenge of the space sector, i.e. accelerating sustainable 

development on Earth while addressing the emergence of unsustainable trends? 

- What needs to change in terms of global space governance and policies; What could 

be the role of international organizations such as the United Nations, European Space 

Agency, and OECD in this process? 

 

The research activities of the Bright Minds assistant include (exact scope to be jointly decided): 

-  Analyze empirical data of the different satellite infrastructures using news and policy 

reports and compare the results to distill different policies and business strategies  

- Derive implications to policy and governance for the space sector 

-  Opportunity to publish your results in or contribute to a scientific paper 

- Opportunity to expose yourself to frontier science and policy debates in the space 

sector by joining the Earth-Space Sustainability Research Initiative 

- Opportunity to present your work at an international conference 

 

Job requirements 

I am looking for a student who is highly motivated and genuinely interested in the topic of 

outer space and sustainability! Ideally, you have a background in sustainability and 

innovations or governance and are interested in conducting an in-depth qualitative analysis 
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on the topic. If you are driven by curiosity and want to engage with a highly novel sustainability 

challenge that humanity is confronted with today – this is for you! 


